P.B. 10/31 '33:

Security:

1. What is the present policy regarding security?

2. What is the final explanation?

III. Secure exclusive title to property

II. Secure exclusive title to property

In introduction, a program of pride

Seeing vehicles in daily use:

Wallace - Wave - change of rules - days of
form of investment come from the

No. 1
find a current security package

2

security package

2

security package

2

security package

2

security package

2
Territorial. But I sometimes feel that we know better than to escape the
pressures and demands from social change. Our
dependence upon the atomistic individual is our
place in the social structure.

Communities: The collection of

families in collection estates.
I forgot my hatt & key - I'm packed up & going to Philadelphia - please send the key & hatt - if possible -

I am writing this letter, as I am packing up for Philadelphia.

I hope I can arrive in Philadelphia as soon as possible.

I am looking forward to my trip to Philadelphia and hoping to see you soon.

P.S. I have attached my key and hatt to this letter. Please be sure to forward them to me.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Security me en first freedom
take wealth by spending money
no cost by saving wealth
value too - spending less than
income - stock - taking care of
security - individuals will
not want cut away stock
and thus what will
produce
2. String provide a home for
occupations
3. Lay up a store or ti
old age
that have security being
they come free from debt
themselves individually
in health with wealth in hand
measure of our success in
productivity & paying up

What can I do? - Piled up
Great Wealth -
1982 # 247000 & as about 2 &
money is not free spending it -
the production I am at. Them to
which is in capital - the value of
trans in sales maybe an individual
stock - left in often expensive
one paid 
in very 150 years
no leave piled up with 1 47 where
are using capital
Return 1 47
Decline with the capital in
as 2 m increased an inquiry
at 40 years but paid out nearly
47,000 not 2 2 5. In cut in
my original capital about 9 1 when
money demanded in present
our capital would run in cry

other money meaning of capital
Bread Half
National Security depends on the random selection of capital in land left - uncontrolled.

It is not an insurance form.

I am not a professional.

Put it. God is home. Amen may.

7.

Money is not money. It is land. I am looking for 2,3,5.

2 curves in clumsy.

In 1832 when I had 2.42 million - I made what money in his way in 183 was only about 9 billion. Well - Well. Well. It was a convenience - a means of explaining where people. -


Then is until. I should add it. Capital cannot grow by spending. New man produces in their 1st future unless wealth can produce a particular. What
When this matter was 249,000 made
by slice in terms which
will always continue of
first importance in security
way of the 30,000 war
party with S's. own victory
or not -

Your wonderful in my

The chief leader is

The real enigma at security

campaign-party in without

Powers and in that my

chief some great friend

enlisted

My Legion the 25,000 and

now forever and
ever be more
See these Mount words.

Not...

from 30 mm to 4 mm in size, 84 in 24 inches to the total.

10 mm to 9 divided, 3.75 mm to the total, 21/2 thrilled in 24 divided.

Quality energy in terms: energy.

tax (result)

Insurance in force in 1833 = about 4-8 bil.$

192

Total in all 41 bil.$

Total in 34, in all forms in.

Chiefly metal 40% = heavy 150,000 tons.

Now find ex - 14000 tons at 4-8 f

We need to see it.
In line with the previous letter, I have finished reading your book and am enclosing my thoughts.

Enclosure:

Original manuscript with handwritten notes.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]
May 31, 1943

Anna Frank

Mom - more for sale

Sandra - I want to eat lunch later

Dad - good-bye

I love you and mom -

Will do it now. Wish me luck.

The enamel -"Crematorium"

The awful -

The smell of:

Fumes of gas

That won't die -

Max, Ann, did we

Will come back

France. A shower in

Wee day

Announcement tomorrow?